
 
 
 
 
 

Announcement of Cherngchoom Subdistrict Administrative Organization 
Subject: No gift Policy of Cherngchoom Subdistrict Administrative Organization 

for the fiscal Year 2024 
 

I, Mr. Prakin Unsuk, the Chief Executive of the SAO of Cherngchoom Subdistrict  
Administrative Organization, on behalf of the top management of Cherngchoom Subdistrict  
Administrative Organization, Phanna nikhom District, Sakon Nakhon Province, would like to  
announce a policy of not accepting any gifts or favors of any kind from the performance of duties  
(No Gift Policy). I would also like to announce the intention of the management, officials and all  
personnel that the Cherngchoom Subdistrict Administrative Organization is a unit where the  
management, officials and all personnel do not accept any gifts or favor of any kind from the 
performance of duties (No Gift Policy), botn before, during and after the performance of duties. 
This is because acceptance of gifts or favors will result in corruption and misconduct both now and 
in the future. By working together to create a culture of integrity in the organization, we can 
cultivate and awaken awareness, create good attitudes and values in performing duties so that we 
can automatically distinguish between self-interest and the public interest. We will have a mindset 
that prioritizes the public interest of the people over self-interest. We will have a sense of public 
service, perform government duties correctly, transparently, fairly and without discrimination.  We 
will not engage in any actions that conflict between personal interests and the public interest. We 
will not accept any property or other benefits that can be calculated as income from anyone,  
other than property or benefits that should be obtained in accordance wit h the law, rules or 
regulations issued by the authority under the provisions of the law, except for the acceptance of  
other benefits in accordance with the code of ethics. This is in accordance with the criteria and  
amount set by the National Anti-Corruption Commission. We will also adhere strictly to the ethical 
standards of government officials, the guidelines for giving or receiving gifts or other benefits of  
government officials at all levels of the Cherngchoom Subdistrict Administrative Organization, as  
well as the relevant laws, regulations and resolutions of the Cabinet, in order for the Cherngchoom. 
Subdistrict Administrative Organization to be free from corruption and misconduct. 

 
Therefore, it is hereby announced for your information and strict compliance. 

 
Announcement Date 18 March, 2024 
Signed 

 
(Mr. Parkin Unsuk) 

Chief Executive of the SAO of Cherngchoom 
 


